CUSTOM ROLLFORM PRODUCTS, INC.
We started Custom Rollform Products, Inc. with the
simple idea that quality and satisfaction sells. It really
works! Give your customers quality, dependable equip
ment at fair prices and he will become your best sales
tool and come back again and again.
Today's industries are looking for dedicated, pre-tooled
systems designed for on-time Uust-in-time) production.
Systems that utilize the most up-to-date technology to
maximize production and minimize set-up, downtime
and inventories.
Our systems feature the latest state-of-the-art concepts
to offer complete fabrication systems designed per your
production requirements from a single-source manufac
turer. We're a full-service company specializing in sheet
metal fabrication systems.
No matter what your requirements are, simple retro-fit,
retool, free standing rollformer or a complete, turnkey
system, I'm sure we can fulfill your needs.
I bel ieve you'll find we're large enough to handle your
every production requirement, yet small enough to give
every customer and job the personal attention to detail
they deserve. Our slogan, "Quality Design Means
Production You Can Afford", still holds true. Price
doesn't always determine the best. We maintain a con
stant effort to achieve the best design, the best tech
nology, the best equipment and the best service. Let
us show you our best. It may be the best move you
ever made.

Versatility to minimize
downtime & set-up is the key
to developing quality
production systems.
Anyone can design and build a system to make
parts, but the entire justification to automate can be
compromised if valuable production time is lost in
set-ups, changeovers and/or scrap loss.
Our design concepts are better because we under
stand the overall needs and requirements of our
customers. Over the years we have developed and
incorporated features that reduce set-up and down
time, allowing greater flexibility in material and
part variations, with greater accuracy and depend
abili ty.
This system is just one example of the flexibility
we offer. Pallet Decoilers allow you to load a com
plete skid load of coil strip stock at one time, the
Pre Notch utilizes two (2) Hydraulic Edge Notch
Presses that adjust for a wide range of strip widths,
the Rollform Tooling is variable from a simple
hand wheel lead screw adjustment and requires
less than a minute to change from one part width
to another.

The parts widths are also infinitely variable from
2" to 12" wide.
The Rollformer Feed Indexes (starts/stops) the strip
through the Cut-Off Press and works totally inde
pendent of the Pre-Notch to maximize production.
The Cut-Off Press/Die uses the same die for all the
width variations. Mininum set-up or changeover is
required for either length or width changes. The
parts are individually stacked in groups of 20, then
ejected for a continuous pick and place operation.

General Specifications
Material Formed ............. 040 Aluminum
Part Length ...... 6 lengths from 1.85 to 11.725
Part Width ...... 13 widths from 1.833 to 11.778
Production Rate ....... 20 to 40 parts per minute
Length Changeover ............ 1 to 2 minutes
Width Changeover (coil) ...... 10 to 15 minutes

Variable Width Rollforming Set-Up

Variable-Width tooling concept designed
for a wide variety of Rollform Configurations

We take great pride in the technical designs and
concepts we have introduced over the years to
increase the productivity and accuracy of our
Rollform Systems. We have led the field for over
20 years developing programmable Index Feeds,
Multiple Pre-Tooled Rollformers, Variable-Width
Rollform Tooling and a wide variety of quick
change tooling and set-up concepts.
The system shown incorporates our Variable-Width
Roll Tooling and Programmable Index Feed Drive.
The width of the tooling or part is varied with a
simple Handwheel Lead Screw Setting. Roll width
set-up can be performed in less than a minute.
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1-1/2" & 3"

Light
Diffuser
System
System produces the Linear and Lateral Diffuser
Blades and Outer Frame Sections for 1-1/2" and 3"
deep light defusers.
Utilizing a Servo Feed and high-speed Hydraulic
Presses, the system pre-notches the sections for the
interlocking notches and tabs using a combination
of Gang and Gag Sequences.
The pre-cut and notched parts are then fed directly
into a specially designed Hydraulic Forming Press.
The press positions the parts within the Die, forms
the part in a two-stage sequence, then ejects the
part from the opposite side.
The Controller allows the operator the choice of
pre-positioning or spacing the Individual Notch
Dies to run a High- Volume Gang Punch and
Gagged Sequenced production or lower-volume
parts can be run in a variety of cell configurations
using the Index Feed (no set-up required). The

Notch , Punch and Tab Presses are mounted on two
separate Die Beds which allows the operator to
set-up for the next run while running product on
the other set-up.
The Form Press also includes hydraulic clamping
and built-in stops to minimize downtime for
changeovers and set-ups. Lengths and patterns
can be set up in minutes
and complete change
overs from the 1-1/2"
to 3" Diffusers can
be completed in 15
to 20 minutes.
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Rollformers
The Latest Concepts In On-Time
Production Systems

Special Hydraulic and
Pneumatic Presses and Dies
Speci'fically Designed for Your
Application Eliminating the
Need for Expensive Press Units.
All Dies and Shear Cut-Offs are designed with
quality components made of the finest tool steel.

Two complete rollform lines, using a Combined
Control System, to produce Full Wrapper Fire
Damper Frames and COlTesponding Blades.
The Operator Entry System produces an infinite
variety of frame sizes and quantities as it down
loads the blade line for a consistent product flow
to the assembly area.
We build systems to increase productivity, mini
mize inventory and handling. Systems tailored to
eliminate or minimize changeover of set-up time.
Quality systems at a price you can afford.
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QUALITY DESIGN MEANS PRODUCTION YOU CAN AFFORD

3991 Green Park Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63125
314/894-3903
Fax 31 4/631 -3003
www.customrollformproducts.com

